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ABSTRACT
Scenario of banking situation since 1991 in India has been a procedure of change and union.
With budgetary changes execution, the banking segment has experienced radical change. Consolidation
in the banking sector is essential from different angles. The variables prompting combination incorporate
innovative advance, overabundance maintenance limit, rising open doors and deregulation of
geographic, practical and different limitations. A solid banking division is basic for sound monetary
development. Since over one decade, the banking industry has been changed all through the world from
profoundly secured and managed industry to an aggressive and de-controlled one. Particularly
globalization combined with mechanical improvement, has contracted the limits by which money related
administrations and items are being given to clients dwelling at any piece of the globe. The pattern
towards consolidation has been driven by the need to achieve important balance sheet size and market
share of the overall industry notwithstanding strengthened rivalry though the pattern towards joining is
driven over the business to give the vast majority of the banking administrations, for example, insurance,
banking, investment, cash management etc to the customers and moving towards universal
administration. In the light of this, there is a need to comprehend the powers that have been driving
M&As in managing an account industry. Thusly this paper concentrates on Merger ideas, factors driving
M&As, Indian experience of M&A and current situation, advantages of mergers, making of world class
banks through mergers, dangers and impacts of M&A and HRM in Merger process.
KEYWORDS: Banking Administrations, Mergers & Acquisitions (M&As), Cash Management.
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Introduction
Following are the essential ideas for the most part utilized as a part of the territory of Mergers
&Acquisitions:
Merger: Merger is the blend of at least two organizations into a solitary organization where one
survives and others lose their corporate presence. The survivor obtains the advantages and also
liabilities of the consolidated organization or organizations. By and large, the organization, which
survives, is the purchaser, which holds the personality, and dealer organization is smothered. Merger is
the combination of at least two existing organizations. All advantages, liabilities and supply of one
organization exchanged to transferee organization with regards to installment as value offers of
transferee organization or debentures or money or a blend of a few modes.
Takeover: Generally, the term takeover is thought to be unfriendly procurement. At the point
when an obtaining is "constrained" or "unwilling", it is called takeover. In an unwilling securing, the
administration of 'target' organization would contradict a move of being takeover. At the point when
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administrations of securing and target organizations commonly and eagerly concur for the takeover, it is
called procurement or neighborly takeover. In spite of the fact that the terms merger, amalgamation,
procurement and takeover have particular implications, by and large they are utilized conversely.
Acquisition: Acquisition is the procedure of procurement by one organization of a controlling
interest for the share capital of another current organization. Acquisition might be influenced by a)
concurrence with the people holding greater part of interest for the organization administration like
individuals from the board or significant investors charging larger part of voting power b) purchasing of
shares in open market; c) influencing takeover to offer to the general collection of investors; and d)
purchase of new offers by private settlement.
Amalgamation: Amalgamation is the mixing of at least two organizations into one endeavor,
the investors of each mixing organization ending up considerably the investors in the organization, which
is to bear on the mixed endeavor.
Why is there a Need for Consolidation?
Mr. P. Chidambaram, in his current proclamation stated, "Banks need to unite not simply to
make behemoths but rather to make collaborations and units. The impressions of banks should cover
rural as well as urban and India and the whole procedure would need to be advertising driven. Banks
additionally should consider provincial and ethnic contemplations and amplify cooperative energies and
address HR issues in the drive towards combination. Nonetheless they ought not to ignore inheritance
issues."
One of the announcements of Narasimhan Committee II suggestions on financial changes
states "There is obviously a requirement for union of structure which could be achieved basically through
a procedure of arrangement as opposed to forced merger on productivity thought and furthermore for
reasons of business strategies and operations." In this way, it is clear from the above explanations that
there is a requirement for merger of at least two in number depending upon business contemplations,
which is a showcase headed to expand cooperative energies. The thought is the strong banking
organization can ingest the survival and shocks due in the troublesome time.
After the consolidation, the newly developed entity won't just have sound monetary position yet
in addition a substantial branch network all through the nation, great overseas presence, the extensive
client base, vast assets and enormous size as far as resources and also business figures. Further, the
sound monetary position will be regarding expansive capital base, expanded benefit, higher ability to
endure the sudden misfortune, better hazard administration, bigger stores, extensive resource base,
better steadiness, higher ability to ingest misfortunes, assuming any, accordingly making higher
additions. We have a vast number of small banks in India. As of March 2004, the quantity of planned
Commercial banks in the nation was 90. Thus Indian banks need worldwide size. The rundown of the
world's best 1000 banks has just 20 Indian banks, out which just 6 are in the main 500. At show out of
such huge numbers of banks in India, just a single i.e., SBI, figures in the biggest 200 banks of the world.
Indeed, even a little nation like Taiwan has numerous greater banks when contrasted with the greatest
bank of India. Indian market is over saved money however under overhauled. The presence of an
excessive number of banks part client accounts has brought about low productivity per client per bank
and higher cost for clients.
The proficiency proportion is likewise low because of arrangements identifying with workers and
social commitments are anticipating utilizing of innovation, showcase based pay and universal levels of
productivity. In this way from the perspective of the money related frameworks, we require consolidation
of banks. The goal would reinforce of banks, economies of scale, worldwide competitiveness, less
expensive financial services related administrations and holding of representatives for rising ranges of
abilities.
Basel II, reviewed and released by Basel Committee on banking supervision in 2004, has
proposed the reception of better hazard delicate and adjusted portfolio system for the count of cash-flow
to chance weight using a loan presentation. It is planned to align the administrative capital necessity
more with financial capital distribution. A guide has just been arranged and steps as of now started to
make the Indian banks more focused and arranged for Basel II usage and consistence. The consistence
of new Capital Accord includes a cost factor and furthermore the readiness at all levels. It additionally
requires the innovation up degree by the banks and the difference in attitude at all levels. Indian banks
are resolved to acknowledge the worldwide measures. However, a portion of the public and private
sector banks are having low level of CRAR and abnormal state of Gross NPAs. Thusly a portion of the
banks may confront issues in executing the Basel II Accord. The unpredictability included and extra cost
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factor for satisfying different prerequisites including innovation up degree likewise exist. Therefore
consolidation in keeping banking industry through mergers and Acquisition can just address the issue of
execution of Basel II as it were. Consolidation in managing a banking industry has additionally turned out
to be imperative because of the reasons, for example, Unhealthy rivalry among banks; development of
branches, unviable branches; groups of branches of different banks at specific focuses, local
unevenness/unequal URS; shameful arrangement of staff; between zone exchange approach of officers
up to indicated scale in different banks; uneven advancements; and computerization/establishment of
ATMs/Networking/Core saving money arrangement.
Experience of Mergers and Acquisitions in Indian Context
M&A in Indian Banking industry isn't new and goes once again from Imperial Bank of Indian
which was framed by the amalgamation of the three banks-the Bank of Bengal, the Bank of Bombay and
the Bank of Madras, in 1921. Barely any mergers have occurred from there on basically to secure the
premiums of investors of feeble private banks. The mergers were not for financial contemplations and as
a rule trouble merger, e.g. Mergers of Bank of Cochin and Kashinath Seth Bank with SBI, merger of New
Bank of India with Punjab National Bank, merger of Laxmi business Bank with Canara Bank, Bank of
Karad with Bank of India, Nedungadi Bank with PNB, Global Trust Bank with Oriental Bank of
Commerce, and IDBI with IDBI Bank. Be that as it may, the Times Bank merger with HDFC Bank and
Bank of Madhura with ICICI Bank, made new rush of union in the Indian banking industry for common
advantage. These mergers are made by advertise driven powers and are not rescue mergers.
Presently, Large Indian banks, for example, State Bank of India, Bank of Baroda and ICICI Bank
are arranging their systems to expand their monetary record estimate through M&A. Medium estimated
banks, for example, HDFC Bank, Corporation Bank, PNB are paying special attention to appropriate
merger targets. Small banks, for example, UTI Bank and Vysya Bank are likewise in the shred for
acquisition of various banks. Bank of Baroda is watchful for a bank in north, east and south. Bangalore
construct Vijaya Bank is sharp in light of purchasing a northern bank while PNB is looking southwards.
The Chennai based Indian Bank has just started the way toward distinguishing two new targets. The
bank consolidation/merger process should come willfully from the banks themselves, contingent upon the
authoritative cooperative energy and piece of the overall industry.
Objectives of the Study

To know the experience of mergers and acquisitions in Indian context

To know the Motives and Benefits behind Mergers and Acquisitions

To find out Dangers and Effects of mergers and Acquisitions
Some of the Motives and Benefits behind Mergers and Acquisitions
Economy of Scale: When bigger volume of operations is performed for a given level of
overhead of venture, normal cost will be decreased. So by expanding the volume of business it is
conceivable to diminish cost.
Economy of Degree: The cost of offering different items and administrations by various units
will be more noteworthy than that of the cost when one unit gives them. Consequently by giving different
administrations, it is conceivable to build the income/revenue.
Development or Diversification: Merger or Acquisitions can be utilized to satisfy the want of
fast pace development in size or piece of the overall industry or broadening in scope of items and
administrations by combining or securing a current firm/company that gives benefits other than what are
given by the acquirer firm/company. It can spare part of assets, time and different dangers by getting
appropriate going concern. It is likewise conceivable to expand the products or items and administrations
for the advantage of association's current clients.
Maintain a Strategic Distance from or Reduce Rivalry: Competition among the units giving
similar items/benefits in same zone of operation might be lessened through M&A. Utilization of best HR
accessible in both the organizations can bring about amplifying the benefit.
Recovery of Sick Units: It may permit guaranteeing of expense concession u/s 72 of Income
Tax Act 1961. Tax breaks might be permitted as carry forward of misfortune and unabsorbed
deterioration if there arise an occurrence of debilitated unit with a sound unit. In this manner, M&A can
help in allowing certain measure of tax reductions too. Mergers and Acquisitions are likewise impacted by
intentions of diminishment of costs, productivity picks up, economy of scales, expanding client base and
market scope, to acquire new items and specialization thereof. It is watched that a large portion of the
banks expanded their positioning instantly after merger.
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Creation of World Class Banks through Mergers
Worldwide companies today anticipate that their investors will have the ability, skills,
products/items and presence to serve them anyplace. Indeed, even retail clients are expecting more
extensive reach from their banks as the new age is more portable and accommodation cognizant. Banks
do require more noteworthy asset base and presence over an extensive variety of business sectors to
fulfill their corporate clients and along these lines, the vital condition must be made to empower the
advancement of organizations with the size and assets to finish all around. In India this line of reasoning
is picking up speed as of late. A world-class bank ought to have worldwide reach and assets combined
with world-class benefit. Different courses might be turned to make world-class banks. Be that as it may,
hazard engrossing limit and great administration hones are required to draw in stores from universal
market for which estimate assumes key part. To end up plainly a world-class bank, a bank require wide
exhibit of products and world-class innovation as most piece of the banking now a days is driven by
innovation. World-class innovation requires world-class foundation. In this way, estimate, great
administration and innovation are interrelated to each other and a vital part of making world-class banks.
Dangers and Effects of mergers and Acquisitions
The Banking industry of India anticipates that union will get a few future advantages. In any
case, many dread that the want for size is prompting undesirable formation of super banks. Sectoral
union and diminishment in rivalry don't give prompt advantages for clients or staffs who are specifically
influenced by defense of employments. An investigation by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
reports the experience of larger part of the mergers as "frustrating" with hierarchical issues definitely
thought little of and most acquisitions overrated, taking note of the production of banks "too enormous to
fizzle". Such super banks may energize smugness and furthermore may prompt wastefulness. At the
point when such banks fall flat, the host Governments might be compelled to utilize citizen’s cash to
salvage such banks. Accordingly such banks are urged to seek after impulsive credit and speculation
arrangements, and may likewise convey deliberate hazard alongside them.
Mergers can likewise bring about poor credit stream to independent company fragments and
real offer may go to corporate part, in this manner influencing the financial cycle. It is additionally
discovered that bigger banking related foundations tend to charge more and higher expenses than littler
banks. In larger part of the cases merger related rebuilding is joined by declaration of conclusion of
banks, unfruitful branches and furthermore works cuts. Along these lines M&A process straightforwardly
influences the interests' of representatives. Individuals from provincial and sub urban zones are the most
influenced when the branches are shut in these regions. A merger or takeover irritates the connections
amongst understood and unequivocal contracts in an organization in view of trust amongst administrators
and laborers; amongst business and workers. Incorporation of connections requires harmonization of
different parts of terms and states of work to guarantee normal practice in the joined association that may
change existing human asset administration.
Human Resource Management and Consolidation
Keeping in mind the end goal to meet the worldwide measures and to stay in the competition,
banks should enlist masters in different field, for example, Treasury administration, Credit, Risk
Management; IT related administrations, HRM, and so on with regards to the division and product
development. As a correlative measure, quick track legitimacy and execution based advancement from
inside would need to be organized to infuse dynamism and energy in the workforce. To systematize
ability administration, the principal need for the banking industry is spot, perceive and support the ability
from inside. Also the business needs to draw in the best ability from the market to keep up the required
competition edge among worldwide players. The basic issue is the means by which ability is coordinated
and maintained in the bank. In this way legitimate arrangement of ability/talent administration ought to be
set up by every one of the banks.
Conclusion
Consolidation through Mergers & Acquisitions might be prerequisite of future. Mergers &
Acquisitions of future should go for making of solid substance and to create capacity to withstand the
market stuns and shocks as opposed to ensuring the premiums of investors of frail banks. The M&As in
the banking division ought to be driven by advertise related parameters, for example, size and scale; land
and appropriation collaborations and aptitudes and limit. The developing business sector flow like falling
financing cost administration which makes the spread more slender; expanding center around retail
banking industry, upgraded mission for country credit, felt requirement for expanding more benefits
particularly from operations, decrease of NPA's in total terms, requirement for more funding to enlarge
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the innovation needs, and so forth are the real drivers for mergers and acquisitions in the banking area.
M&As are not a viable alternative for poor resources quality, remiss administration, detachment to
innovation up degree and absence of useful self-governance and operational adaptability. The framework
should be overseen by equipped and free individuals having satisfactory influence and full operational
self-rule. While the merger procedure is surely a change activity, the human component is more crucial
for its prosperity. Without the positive attitude of the people no change activity can be effective wander.
So as to accomplish the coveted aftereffects of the merger work out, particularly in banks, it is important
to perceive the complexities and to draw and actualize a feasible arrangement for change in the
aggregate practices, mentalities and outlook of the workforce which make an interpretation of such
merger design into workable arrangements. With expanding globalization, achieving size points of
interest will end up noticeably basic for Indian banks. Joined with the need to accomplish higher capital
benchmarks under Basel II Accord, consolidation in the Indian Banking industry will end up noticeably
fast approaching. In any case, the issues that should be tended to incorporate augmenting cooperative
energies as far as territorial adjust, system of branches, HR culture, resource shared trait and inheritance
issues in regard of innovation. In the present situation, we should grow modest number huge banks of
worldwide size rather than substantial number of littler banks as we are having now.
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